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Abstract 
In [9] and [2] a formal model for molecular computing was 
proposed, which makes focused use of affinity purification. 
The use of PCR was suggested to expand the range of 
feasible computations, resulting in a second model. In this 
note, we give a precise characterization of these two models 
in terms of recognized computational complexity classes, 
namely branching programs (BP) and nondeterministic 
branching programs (NBP ) respectively. This allows us to 
give upper and lower bounds on the complexity of desired 
computations. Examples are given of computable and 
uncomputable problems, given limited t ime. 
1 Introduction 
Molecular computation, as introduced by [1], provides a new approach 
to solving combinatorial inverse problems, where we are interested in 
computing j - l(l) for n-bit strings J2 and boolean function f. Instances 
of NP-complete problems can be expressed in this form; for example 
3-SAT. Adleman's technique involves using individual DNA strands 
to represent potential solution bit-strings J2, then operating on a test 
tube containing all possible solutions to separate those which satisfy 
j from those which don't. In many instances, the number of sorting 
operations required is a low-order polynomial in n , suggesting that 
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- given exponential space to store the D A 2 - hard combinatorial 
problems can be solved efficiently with this technique. 
It was not immediately clear, however, what class of boolean 
functions f could be efficiently inverted. In a clarifying paper by 
Lipton [9], it was shown that if f can be represented as a size L 
formula of AND-OR-NOT (AON) operations, then f can be inverted 
using 2L molecular steps using affinity purification3 only. Lipton 
suggested further that the use of PCR4 to duplicate the contents of a 
test tube would allow an even greater class of functions to be inverted 
using molecular computation. In this note we follow his program and 
characterize exactly to what extent PCR helps, in terms of known 
complexity classes. 
As individual steps can take on the order of 15 minutes to an hour, 
small differences in complexity quickly make the difference between 
feasible and infeasible experiments. Thus it is of importance to 
characterize the complexity of these models of molecular computation 
as carefully as possible. Classes such as "polynomial-size" are too rough 
to be really useful - we really want to know exactly what polynomial 
it is. 
After defining the two models . of molecular computation, we 
will demonstrate their correspondence with branching programs, and 
conclude with a few implications of the correspondence. 
2 Abstract Models of Molecular 
Computation 
We use the models described in [9] and [2], and use similar notation. 
These models assume perfect performance of each operation, although 
in pract ice the molecular biology techniques are known to be somewhat 
unreliable. Initial comments on this aspect of the models, and other 
practical matters , can be found in [2], and will not be address here. 
The Restricted Model: 
2In this note we grant that 0(2" ) volume is "reasonable" . Using substantially 
more DNA, e.g. to search over additional non-deterministic variables, is considered 
"cheating". In other words, the question being addressed here is, "Given a fixed 
amount of DNA, what functions can we easily solve?" 
30r some equivalent technique. 
40 r some equivalent technique. 
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A test tube is a set of molecules of DNA encoding bit-strings of 
length n. We operate on test tubes as follows: 
• Separate. Given a tube T and an index5 i , produce two tubes 
+(T, i) and -(T, i), where +(T , i) contains all strings where bit 
i is set , and - (T, S) contains all strings where bit i is cleared. 
'lUbe T is destroyed. 
• Merge. Given tubes Ta and n, pour n into Ta thereby making 
Ta f-- Ta U n. 'lUbe n is destroyed. 
At the end of the computation6 , when we presumably have a single 
test tube containing all strings in I - I(1}, we can use the following 
operation to sequence the strings ;J; in the test tube, as described in [2]: 
• Detect. Given a t ube T , say 'yes' if T contains at least one DNA 
molecule, and say 'no' if it contains none. 'lUbe T is preserved. 
A program7 is a sequence of operations on labelled test tubes. Each 
statement is of the "form: 
where the arrow means "is to be merged with". In other words, one 
separation and two merges occur for every statement (but note that n 
or Tc may be empty prior to the merge). For clarity, programs can be 
shown diagrammatically (see Figure 1). At the beginning, all test tubes 
are empty except for T I , which contains all 2n DNA strands encoding 
all possible input vectors;J;. If at the end of the program execution 
there is a test tube containing exactly those bit strings which satisfy 
I , then we say say the program has inverted I, or has solved I. The 
size of a program is considered to be the number of statements (here 
OWe consider only the case where one variable at a time is tested. More 
sophisticated operations where mult iple DNF minterms are tested simultaneously 
(see [6]) require more lengthy preparation; thus we argue that the single variable 
case is not unreasonable for measuring complexity. 
"We do not consider here whether Detect could be used to advantage in the 
middle of a computation. 
7The class of programs as given here is slightly different from that given in [21. 
In particular, we insist that a labelled test tube is not re-used after its contents 
have been used (i.e. "destroyed" ). The differences are merely a matter of notation, 
and inconsequential. 
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Separate operations) in the program. Since programs are considered to 
be executed sequentially, the size of a program to invert f is often 
refered to as the time to solve f. The width of a program is the 
maximum number of test tubes co-existing at any given time. 
Figure 1: 
Implementing an arbitrary symmetric 
fu t · . n(n+l) t' nc 'Lon l.n 2 separa 20ns 
(restricted model). 
/(;r.) = "0 < L:Xi < 4" 
(+(T1, 1) ---> T3; -(Tl, 1) ---> T2;) 
(+(T2,2) ---> T5 ; -(T2, 2) ---> T4;) 
(+(T9,4) ---> TT; - (Tg, 4) ---> TT;) 
(+(TlO,4) ---> TF; -(TlO ,4) ---> TT;) 
Return T'r. 
The Unrestricted Model: 
The unrestricted model allows one addition type of operation during 
the computation: 
• Amplify· Given a tube T produce two tubes Tl and Tz with 
contents identical to T. T is destroyed. 
Programs for the unrestricted model consist of statements similar 
to those for the restricted model, but with the additional form: 
Here the arrow means, "is to- be copied into." Unrestricted model 
programs can also be shown diagrammatically (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: 
Implementing a random function 
using the unrestricted model. (f (x) = 
X4(X2 + X3) + X4(XIX2 + XIX3 + X3 X2)) . 
We might expect that the unrestricted model is siginificant ly more 
powerful than the restricted model. This expectation is quantified and 
explored in what follows. 
3 Branching Programs 
Since branching programs are not as familiar a model as formulas , 
finite-state automata, circuits, TUring machines, etc., it is worthwhile 
to present an exact definit ion here. We quote from [16], p. 414: 
A branching program (BP) is a directed acyclic graph 
consisting of one source (no predecessor) , inner nodes of 
fan-out 2 labelled by Boolean variables and sinks of fan-out 
o labelled by Boolean constants . The computation starts 
at t he source which is also an inner node. If one reaches an 
inner node labelled by Xi , one proceeds to the left successor, 
if t he i-th input bit ai equals 0, and one proceeds to the right 
successor, if ai equals 1. The BP computes f E E n8 if one 
reaches for the input a a sink labelled by f (a). 
8 B n is the set of all n-input boolean functions. 
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The size of a BP is the number of inner nodes. Many measures of 
BP have been studied, especially depth and width. 
Figure 3: 
Implementing PARITY of 4 variables 










We follow [13J in defining a nondeterministic branching program 
(NBP) : we additionally include unlabelled "guessing nodes" of fan-out 
2 where both branches are allowed9 The NBP computes f E En if by 
some allowable path one reaches a sink labelled 1 for all a E f - l (l ). 
The size of an NBP includes the guessing nodes. BP and NBP may be 
viewed pictorially, as in Figures 3 and 4, in which the designations "left" 
and "right" are replaced by "dotted-line" and "solid-line" respectively. 
9This definition of NBP coincides exactly with Meine!'s i -time-only 
nondeterministic branching programs. His more general definitions seem not to 
be useful in t he context of molecular computing. 
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Figure 4: 
Implementing a function using a 
nondeterministic branching program. 
f (x) = '~ is palindromic except 
for isolated (non-adjacent) errors". 
N BPU) :s 2n + 2. 
4 Correspondence of Models 





In this section we show that the class of functions which the 
restricted model can invert in a given t ime are exactly those functions 
computed by a branching program of the same size. 
Examining Figures 1 and 3, it is clear that not much needs to be 
proved. The models are essent ially identical, except for interpretation. 
Each separat ion step corresponds to an inner node of the BP. A strand 
of Dl -A corresponds to an input vector for the BP. In summary: 
1. If restricted model program P solves f in k steps, then there is 
a BP G which computes f and is of size k . 
2. If BP G computes f and is of size k, t hen there is a restricted 
model program P which solves f in k steps. 
A single strand of DNA will flow through the test tubes of a 
restricted model program exactly in the order of inner nodes executed 
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by the associated BP running on an equivalent input vector10 Since 
all possible strands are run in parallel , those that end up in t he ouput 
test tube TT are exactly the inputs that the BP accepts; i.e. f-1(1 ). 
Unrestricted Model ~ Nondeterministic Branching Programs 
In this section we show that the class of functions which the 
unrestricted model can invert in a given time are exactly those functions 
computed by a nondeterministic branching program of the same size. 
Examining Figures 2 and 4, it is clear that not much needs to be 
proved. We additionally associate amplify st at ements with guessing 
nodes in the. IBP. Just to be clear, we show: 
1. If unrestricted model program P solves f in k steps, then there 
is a NBP G which computes f and is of size k. 
2. If NBP G computes f and is of size k, then t here is a unrestricted 
model program P which solves f in k steps. 
We use essentially the same argument as above. However now we 
say that t he set of test tubes which a DNA strand passes through is the 
same as the set of nodes of the NBP which could be activated by the 
associated input vector. Thus the output test tube contains all strands 
which could cause the BP to accept; i.e. f -1(1). 
5 Corollaries and Conclusions 
We now have a theoretical handle on precisely what can and cannot be 
computed by the restricted and unrestricted models. First, by looking 
at the polynomial size complexity hierarchy, we can separate the classes 
of functions solvable by the DNA models. 
Many useful results follow immediately from the literature on 
branching programs. Here is a brief sampler: 
• poly-size BP are equivalent to log-space non-uniform TMll [11]. 
lOThe author is reminded of some friends who needed to transfer a lot of graphics 
images from San Francisco to Los Angeles. They considered using ftp over the 
internet, but on second thought realized it would be faster to put the data in their 
car and drive, so they did. We are doing the same thing here: We physically move 
a bunch of DNA through the virtual CPU, one gate at a time - but lots of data 
simultaneously. 
II (N)TM = (nondeterministic) Turing machine. 
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• poly-size NBP are equivalent to log-space non-uniform NTM [11] . 
• poly-size circuits l2 are equivalent to poly-time non-uniform TM 
[16]. 
• thus poly-size BP <;;; poly-size NBP <;;; poly-size circuits, where 
the inclusions are believed to be proper. 
• poly-size, constant-width BP are equivalent to log-depth circuits 
[3] [10]. 
• ~C(f):5 N BP(f) :5 BP(f) :5 L(f ) [13]13. 
• C~) -:; BP(f) -:; L(f) + 1 [16]14 
With each of these results there is typically an efficient simulation 
[12]. Other known linear simulations by branching programs include 
finite-state automata (FSA) and 2-way finite-state automata [3]. 
As mentioned earlier , results on polynomial equivalence are only 
of theoretical and not practical relevance. We would like more exact 
bounds on the complexity of implementing specific functions. The 
literature on branching programs gives us some such bounds, although 
admitedly the knowledge is very incomplete. Some known boundsl5 for 
a few functions16 are summarized in Table l. 
12In this note we consider circuits where gates are fan-in 21 arbitrary fan-out, 
and have arbitrary logic. 
l3C(f) is circuit size, L(f) is AON formula size, etc. F ~ G means F = G(G). 
14Note this construction for formulas is better than that given in [9J. 
lOSee especially [16J: pp. 76,85,143, 243,247, 261 , 440; [13J: pp. 50,51; [8J: pp. 
793-797. ate Razborov incorrectly quotes the BP lower bound on MAJORITY [4J. 
The upper bound comes from [14J. The upper bound on formulas for symmetric 
functions follows directly frolD the upper bound 'Vegener gives for MAJORITY. 
The upper bound on circuits for DISTINCT comes from a simple application of 
SORT, followed by adjacent comparisions; a better bound may be achievable. The 
upper bound on NBP for symmetric functions uses a construction by Lupanov for 
switching-and-rectifier circuits (see [13]); the construction also works for NBP. 
16Let m = 2':9n ' [Xii = 2logn and DISTINCT (X
" 
... ,Xm ) = 0 iff 3i i' j S.t. 
X i = X j ' MAJORITY(;C) = 1 iff Ixl e: ~. PARITY(;C) = 1 iff Ixl == 1 mod 2. f is 
SYMMETRIC if f depends only on l;cl, t he number of l 's in ;c. The lower bounds 
are for almost all symmetric f. 
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Table 1. Lower and upper bounds on complexities under known models for 
various functions. 
funttion In L(f) (AON) BP(f) 
PARITY n" n " 'n 1 2n 1 
2 
O(n2 1ogn) 0(.5::) DISTINCT O(~) log n 
MAJORlTY 0(n2) 0 ( 0 3 .37 ) O( lnlrgn ) O(n log3 n ) 
og ogn 
SYMMETRIC O(nloglogn) 0(n4 .31 ) n( l~ li:"n ) n' O{TOi["'1l) 
fUnction In NBP(f) C(f) (B2) 
PARITY 2n - 1 n - 1 n-l 
DISTINCT 3/2 n(Pogn) O(n) O(n log n) 
MAJORITY O(n log log loge n) O(n} O(n) 
SYMMETRIC O(n3/2} O(n) O(n) 
6 Discussion 
Do we gain anything by using the amplify operation? Theoretically, 
yes, but very little . Contrary to the suggestion in [9]17, we probably 
cannot invert functions defined by circuits in linear size. Furthermore, 
in addition to concerns about the reliability of peR, we should realize 
that each amplify at least doubles t he volume of DNA that we have to 
handle. After just a few such operations, we could practically be unable 
to continue the computation. For example, if we conclude for practical 
reasons that 250 molecules of DNA are the most we can handle in one 
test tube, t hen we must be very careful not to exceed this limit when 
merging the products of amplification18 
The restricted and unrestricted models of molecular computation 
are still a long way from allowing us to invert algorithmically defined 
boolean functions. It seems that new molecular operations are 
necessary if we need this functionality - for example, operations which 
modify DNA during the computation, such as Adleman's memory 
17Jt appears that Lipton realized this shortly after distributing his draft. He later 
characterizes his constructions in terms of contact networks, which are related to 
branching programs (personal co=unication). 
180n a similar note, even the restricted model can solve f computed by Meinel's 
more general NBP model, simply by using 2m times more DNA volume when there 
are m non-deterministic variables. This allows computation as efficient as circuits, 
but at the cost of ridiculous amounts of DNA. 
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model [21 which can be implemented via site-directed mutagenesis, 
Beaver 's Turing Machine simulation [5] which uses similar mechanisms, 
or Boneh's Append [7], perhaps the simplest and most elegant 
extension. 
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